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Reflections

Our Mission
We will facilitate the efficient and
effective running of the retail
energy market, including its
systems and processes. It will
promote innovation, competition
and positive customer outcomes.

o

Drafted and implemented a new consolidated code with new governance
regime

o

Developed a ‘best of breed’ Code Manager model to allow flexibility and a
commitment to core principles of service quality and value for money

o

Procured services capable of delivering Ofgem ambition, with scope to
address challenges / criticisms of existing code governance models

o

Mobilised a new Code Manager service, although some service
requirements are still subject to delivery (Portal, EMAR)

o

Transitioned existing retail arrangements and services from multiple
service providers without interruption

o

Delivered an Operational Service on 1st September to budget

o

Established a Code Manager Post Implementation Project focused on
improving the quality of Code Manager service

o

On target to meet RECCo’s 2021/22 Budget

Looking ahead
o

On Operational matters
o

Ongoing operations
➢ Continue to consolidate, simplify and maintain retail governance
arrangements
➢ Work closely with our service providers and the industry to
achieve service excellence
➢ Ensure that all the services provided and/or funded by RECCo
are cost-efficient

o

Big Ticket Items
➢ Switching Programme Implementation and transition to the REC
➢ Progress several projects that address key industry issues such
as theft and metering
➢ Establish how RECCo can facilitate the digitalisation and net-zero
agendas for the benefit of all the community

Our Mission
We will facilitate the efficient and
effective running of the retail
energy market, including its
systems and processes. It will
promote innovation, competition
and positive customer outcomes.

o

On Organisational matters
o
o

The enduring RECCo operational organisation
The enduring RECCo Board
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02

REC Services – The Importance of
Service Delivery
Elizabeth Lawlor

RECCo Service Delivery

Purpose
To deliver and develop
the REC.

Vires

Flexible Model

Service Management

Value

RECCo Board responsible
for the governance,
management and
operation of the Code.

Flexible operating
model - in-source or outsource functions to ensure
‘best of breed’ solutions.

Internal Service Management
function ensures service
providers meet their Code
and contractual obligations
and deliver to the required
quality standards.

Commitment to retender and market test to
ensure we continue to
deliver best value to
industry.

REC Service Providers
Retail
Energy
Code

Code
Manager
Services

Metering
Auditors

Energy
Enquiry
Services

Central
Switching
Service

Green Deal

Data
Services

Theft
Reduction
Services

What does good look like?
Where are we now?
Post Implementation

What do we want
to achieve?

Full Scope Service

How are we going
to get there?

Service Enhancement

How will we
measure success?

02 Q&A
Elizabeth Lawlor

03

How are we preparing for Switching
Programme Go-live?
Andrew Wallace

Switching Programme Implementation Plan

Strategic Engagement
REC v3

Operational Readiness

Enquiry Services

Transition

Switching Programme is the most significant change to
retail switching arrangements since marketing opening
in 1998
RECCo, on behalf of parties and consumers has a key
role to play:
•
•
•

Strategic Engagement

Delivery and operational readiness for CSS go-live
Smooth transition
Enduring governance of the new switching arrangements

RECCo has a dedicated team working on the programme

We have developed a checklist to track and assure
readiness for REC v3 and CSS go-live

We are engaged at a senior and operational level both in
programme groups and directly with Ofgem, DCC, SI and
CSA and the Programme Coordinator

Updating the REC

RECCo has developed REC
drafting for the new switching
arrangements (REC v3)

Dependencies identified on
completion of outstanding
programme design CRs

On track and developed in line
with the plan agreed with
Ofgem

Once baselined,
content subject to independent
review in early 2022 to identify
any material errors in
translating the Switching
Programme DB4 requirements

Following consultation and
RDUG review, text now being
baselined at Regulatory Group

Stylistic points, enhancements and
other changes that are not designed
to fix material errors that would
impact the ability to go live with new
Switching Arrangements will be
subject to REC change management
process and considered outside of
Ofgem Switching SCR

Baselined text
22 Nov 2021

REC Schedules
1. Qualification and Maintenance
2. Metering Operations
3. Related Metering Point
4. Consumer Facing Switching and Billing
Problems
5. Registration Services
6. RMP Lifecycle

13 Dec 2021

REC Schedules
1. Data Access
2. Change Management
3. Switching Data Management
4. Address Management
5. CSS
6. Switching Service Management

End Jan 2022

REC Schedules
1. Market Exit
2. Charging Methodology
3. Interpretations Schedule
4. REC Main Body
Service Definitions
1. EES
2. GES
3. Switching Operator
4. CSS
5. CSS Certificate Authority
6. ERDS
7. GRDS

•

Baselined text is available on REC Portal and Salesforce (Salesforce also includes latest drafts)

•

Further consideration being given to the approach for CAT3 documents and the Data Specification

Operational Readiness
• Code Manager and RECCo are developing and updating processes and procedures for CSS golive
• RECCo readiness assessment criteria developed for Code Manager and relevant service
providers
• RECCo and Code Manager participating in programme testing and assurance

• RECCo, Code Manager and service providers are preparing for CSS go-live - testing processes
and interactions between organisations including DCC
• Key business processes identified for review and uplift:
CSS User Onboarding/
Offboarding

Security and Data
Protection

GES User Onboarding/
Offboarding

Domain Data
Management

SoLR Process

Switching CAB

Performance Assurance

Etc…..

GES and EES
EES

• RECCo responsible for EES from 01 Sept 2021 and has contracted with C&C Group
• RECCo working with C&C Group to ensure that EES meets Switching Programme
requirements, e.g. receipt of data from CSS and provision of REL to users
• Work on track and parties testing updated Switching API now and GUI early next year

• Access Agreements to be updated for some parties e.g to access REL
GES

• RECCo will be responsible for GES from CSS go-live
• RECCo developing contract with Xoserve for the GES
• RECCo will work with Xoserve to ensure operational readiness
• GES charging methodology and charging statement under development
• Access Agreements required for non-REC Party users e.g. shippers, MAPs, TPIs
Engagement event proposed for early 2022

Transition to Enduring RECCo Governance*
DBT Phase

Post Implementation Phase
CSS go-live

Enduring Governance
Programme exit

REC Portal/EMAR updates
GES Access Agreements signed

Code Manager RECv3 go-live stakeholder engagement

Artifact and knowledge transfer from Programme to RECCo/Code Manager

Transfer of switching Change Management/Performance Assurance from Programme to Code Manager

* Plan being refined in discussion
with Switching Programme

03 Q&A
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The REC Code Manager Service –
04 What's Next?
Sarah Gratte, Rosalind Timperley & Rebecca Mottram

The REC Code Manager Service – What's Next?

CODE MANAGER SERVICES

SEPT – NOV

DEC – MAR

Enabling the
services

Enhancing the
existing services

APRIL 2022
& BEYOND

New processes
and functionality

ENABLING THE SERVICES

SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER
Code Manager
team in place
Systems available:
REC Portal & EMAR

Processes
operating

Communication

Change
process
Scenarios
mapped

Processes Operating

Market
entry

Derogations
Committee
Meetings

Data Specification containing
REC, BSC, DCUSA and SEC
flows published
Service
desk calls
DTN
testing
Performance
assurance
monitoring

Schedules
digitised

Communication

500+ followers

Weekly bulletins

26 Workshops
and events
176 OAM
meetings

1220 Podcast
listeners

ENHANCING THE EXISTING SERVICES

PORTAL ENHANCEMENTS

Innovation Hub
and Change and
Release

Performance
Assurance

JAN 2022

NOV 2021

FEB 2022

DEC 2021
Performance
Assurance and
Committee spaces

MAR 2022

Performance Assurance,
Service Desk and
Knowledge Repository

Dashboards and
analytics

REC DATA SPECIFICATION ENHANCEMENTS

On 3 November we held
a workshop to gather
feedback on the REC
Data Specification held
in EMAR.
Two key themes
emerged:
• Human readable
• Machine readable

EMAR ENHANCEMENTS

Review of EMAR User Experience
Enhanced display of Codes
Roadmap in EMAR

Enhancement of presentation
style for Market Messages
and Data Items

JAN 2022

NOV 2021

FEB 2022

DEC 2021
DTC Access
Database
published

Full REC Data Specification
Access Database
System Strategy Review

APRIL 22 AND BEYOND

EVOLUTION OF EMAR
EMAR User Experience
Enhancements

EMAR Functionality
Expansion

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Continuation of human readable/machine
readable data specification enhancements
Appearance enhancements
Dashboard appearance
Ease of navigation
Ease of running reports

Review of EMAR functionality
Additional reports
Market Entry DTN testing
management

Continuation of CSS Preparation

CSS Post Implementation Review

•

•

•
•

Finalisation of Switching Schedules in
EMAR
Set up of the Change Advisory Board
Provision of Industry training on CSS
(Data Specification Changes)

Post implementation review of CSS
systems

EVOLUTION OF THE PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE
FRAMEWORK
Performance Assurance
Improvement Activities

•
•
•

Party risk dashboards
Market engagement on risk scores
and thresholds
First year review and Operating
Plan 2022/23 development

CSS Readiness
•
•

REC V3.0 risk assessment
CSS data collection and
monitoring

Additional Performance
Assurance Techniques

•
•

Service
Provider performance
Erroneous Switches

04 Q&A
Sarah Gratte, Rosalind Timperley & Rebecca Mottram

05 Break
Be right back!

06 The Three Year Roadmap
Jon Dixon

High Level Overview

Mission and updated strategic aims
Mission statement
• “facilitate the efficient and effective running of the retail market,
including its systems and processes. It will promote innovation, and
competition to deliver sustainable consumer outcomes.”
Strategic aims:
• consolidate, simplify and maintain retail governance
arrangements;
• develop and/or maintain effective and innovative consumerfacing solutions;
• ensure that all the services provided and/or funded by RECCo
are cost-efficient and effective;
• support the transition to a decarbonised energy industry;
• be independent thought-leaders on retail energy issues.

Poll – Your input

30 seconds

Question:

Do you agree with the updates to the Mission statement and
strategic aims?
Yes
No
Unsure
Please provide any additional comments via the chat function.

2022/23

FWP: Enduring Workstreams

Workstream

Description

REC Service
Excellence

Ensure that REC arrangements and delivery of the RECCo’s main priority and key workstream is core service delivery and driving beneficial
core service are maintained at a high quality
service enhancements. Stakeholder feedback will inform decision making, in particular, to
whether in-house or outsourced, and that there
enhance the core services provided.
is continuous improvement to support the effective
and efficient operation of the retail energy market. Deliverables:
• Deliver a high-quality core service, work with Service Providers to drive best practice;
Aim:
• Critical analysis of service delivery to identify potential service enhancements;
Continuously seeking to ensure the services remain • Research and develop ’user stories’ as a focus of REC evolution, reducing complexity and
fit for purpose, meeting future needs and
costs;
demands.
• Ensure data is open (where appropriate), secure, resilient, searchable, and leverage to
better meet strategic aims.

RECCo capability

We need to ensure that RECCo has the
organisational capability to meet our future
deliverables, in particular recruiting and retaining
highly skilled and motivated staff and service
providers.
Aim:
Ensure that RECCo has the capability to deliver its
strategic objectives.

RECCo role/deliverables

The development of the REC and RECCo is vital to achieve the core service, i.e. delivering the
requirements of the REC. As well as the prevailing code, this will involve proactively leading
and coordinating future major releases, such as REC V3.0 (switching) and consequential
changes from MHHS and acting as an ‘intelligent customer’ in any associated procurements.
Deliverables:
• Driving value for money - including re-procurement of REC Services;
• Delivering new mandated workstreams;
• Specialised Data Protection Office;
• Build resilience through a blend of in-house and contracted Subject Matter Expert resource.

2022/23

FWP: Enduring Workstreams

Workstream

Description

RECCo role/deliverables

Switching
Programme
Implementation

CSS go-live is planned for summer 2022 and REC
must ensure the relevant switching schedules,
infrastructure and processes are robust.

Ensuring the REC is up to date and robust to support the Switching Programme. Proactively
managing Service Providers and working with other organisations like Ofgem and REC Parties
to support the successful implementation of CSS. RECCo will also drive best practice, identify
any further areas for service enhancement and delivery, and progress these as change
proposals where relevant.

(Central Switching Aim:
Service go-live)
Provide a service that enables consumers to switch
with confidence, builds trust in the industry and
Deliverables:
supports a robust market.
• delivery of REC v3.0 and other RECCo responsibilities on the critical path towards CSS golive;
• integration of CSS as a REC Service Provider;
• smooth transition from Ofgem-led programme governance to REC governance.
Theft Reduction
Strategy

Work is underway to better understand the extent Development of a Theft Reduction Strategy which includes the methods/tools for measuring
of energy theft and the most appropriate
and subsequently mitigating theft. This will include enhancement to the Theft Detection
tool/framework to address the issue.
Incentive Scheme, Energy Theft Tip Off Service (ETTOS), the possible delivery of a data
analytical service and other initiatives as identified through the strategy.
Aim:
Assess and then reduce the volume of energy theft Deliverable:
and therefore the cost and danger to consumers. • consult on Theft Reduction Strategy;
• publish project initiation documents for any new initiatives identified within the strategy.

2022/23

FWP: Enduring Workstreams

Workstream

Description

RECCo role/deliverables

Metering Code of
Practice
consolidation

Many of the metering arrangements have been
placed into the REC, however, there is an
opportunity to further integrate and consolidate
these arrangements.

Consolidating metering Codes of Practice within the REC. Assess and potentially progress the
procurement of a single metering code auditor (if assessment shows this is beneficial)

Deliverables:
• Metering Code of Practice consolidation;
Aim:
• Procurement of (ideally a single) accreditation scheme auditor;
Bring more efficiencies in to the metering
• Assurance of accurate data capture and consumer outcomes – safe and competent
arrangements and improve processes that enable
installation, safeguards around individuals who enter consumer’s premises, and fair charges
parties to better deliver services.
for energy consumed;

Market Wide Half- MHHS settles site-specific energy consumption
Hourly Settlement using half hourly meter readings across the
(MHHS)
industry. Work will begin in 2022, through to
implementation in 2025. While the Balancing and
Settlement Code (BSC) contains electricity
settlement processes, some supporting processes
are in the REC.

RECCo has an obligation to identify, plan and deliver all necessary MHHS changes to the REC,
on a timescale that is consistent with the baselined MHHS implementation plan.
Given the interactions and potential impacts to the retail energy market, RECCo will support
and critique the programme to provide retail energy market input into the programme,
including using 'customer journey/user stories' to support the representation of the customer
voice.

Aim:
Deliverables:
Support the development of arrangements that will • Conduct critique of the MHHS Target Operating Model to identify impacts upon REC and
enable consumers greater choice and ability to
retail operations, including the consumer voice through enhanced ‘user stories’ covering all
manage their energy.
segments (extend beyond engaged consumers with EVs);
• Develop RECCo and REC-specific plan to support and feed into the wider MHHS programme
plan

Poll – Your Input

60 seconds

Questions:
1. Do you agree with these workstreams being the key priorities for 2022/23?
Yes
No
Unsure
2. Is there something missing from the key priority list?
Yes
No
Unsure

Please provide any additional comments via the chat function.

2022/23

FWP: New Workstreams
In order of priority, here are other topics which we are not currently obligated to undertake, but which we intend to pursue to facilitate
achieving our mission statement and strategic aims.
Workstream

Description

PSR enhancement

Consumer contact detail including the PSR come under scope of the REC . Breadth of REC provides opportunity for greater
consistency and better sharing of data – aiming towards the “tell me once” principle. Ensure protections are not lessened for
consumers of heat.

Supplier of Last
Resort & Financial
Resilience

24 Suppliers have exited the market since 1st Sept 2021. Ofgem work on SoLR, market entry controls and milestone
reporting may have a direct impact upon the REC and REC Services. Also scope for industry-led change. E.g. can we make
better use of EES (and in future, GES) to facilitate SoLR bidding process, etc. Other Ofgem proposals include:
• a pause to consumer onboarding allowing for an Ofgem review at certain growth thresholds; and
• a Market Stabilisation Charge, potentially to be administered through the REC.

TPI regulation

TPIs and other non-licensable service providers are currently not regulated in the same way as other market participants.
This is increasingly likely to create risk for consumers as the range and importance of TPI roles grow. BEIS is
currently looking into this topic starting with a Call for Evidence. This may impact REC if it is to continue providing holistic
and joined-up governance of the energy retail sector.

Green Deal re-purposing

The Green Deal Central Charge Database (IT infrastructure) is now a REC Service. However, it is not fulfilling its potential (or
the original business case). Rather than simply manage a depreciating asset, we will explore opportunities to re-purpose the
database in facilitation of wider net zero ambitions, while continuing to serve the requirements of the original GD schemes.

2022/23

FWP: New Workstreams
In order of priority, here are other topics which we are not currently obligated to undertake, but which we intend to pursue to facilitate
achieving our mission statement and strategic aims.
Workstream

Description

Switching (next day)

While a successful switch may take 24 hours in terms of infrastructure, there are other policy interactions like the stand still
period (5 days) and a customer's right to cooling off (14 days). Should a policy ambition of 24 hours of full end-to-end,
reiterate, switching be considered, the impact to the REC (and wider retail energy market) may be significant.

Future market design

Energy code reform is likely during 2023/24, with significant impacts to REC and RECCo service providers:
• establishment of strategic body;
• possible licensing of code bodies;
• further consolidation of codes.

Heat pumps

BEIS Heat and Buildings Strategy states that industry needs to ensure heat pumps are no more expensive to buy and run
than gas boilers by 2030. Heat pumps are currently un-governed, but may interact and/or integrate with the retail energy
market.

EV Charging

Currently not centrally governed, many different business models, and often retrofitted into existing regulations. Not all
connections registered, adding to ‘theft’ problem. Review possible REC role.

Workstream Overview Against Time
2023/24

2022/23

2024/25

2025+

RECCo development
RECCo service delivery and service enhancement – including data stewardship
Enduring/"nondiscretionary"
workstreams

Switching Programme Implementation (CCS go-live)
3-year Theft Reduction Strategy

Strategy Review

MHHS - preparing retail arrangements and consumers for ToU, etc

Operational role

Metering CoP consolidation

SoLR entry and exit
PSR Improvements
New/
"discretionary"
Workstreams (i.e.
subject to business
case)

Green Deal re-purposing

GD II Design, Build & Test

TPI – develop REC alternative

Roll out scheme (if adopted)

New GD scheme growth

Future market design, Code Reform etc
Preparation to transition from 5 Day to Next Day Switching
Scope REC role: EV charging, Heat

REC EV and/or Heat strategies/policies
Retailing Hydrogen

Poll – Your Input

60 seconds

Question:
Is there anything significant missing from our Forward Work Plan that you
would have expected to see?
Yes
No
Unsure

Please provide any additional comments via the chat function.

Next steps
15 December 2021
• Stakeholder engagement
7 January 2022
• Publish draft strategy and budget - responses due by 28 Jan
February 2022
• Publish budget - 10 day review period
March Board
• Review and sign off final budget

Early March 2022
• Publish final strategy and budget

06 Q&A
Jon Dixon

Breakout rooms

20 minutes

In the next session, we would like your input on one of the following workstreams:
• Green Deal re-purposing
• Supplier of Last Resort and Market Resilience
• Priority Service Register enhancement
In particular:
1.What could the role be for REC and RECCo in this area?
2.What are the key issues that you would like to see addressed in these areas?
Please select the topic you are most interested in and join the relevant breakout room.

Please re-join us in the 'Stage' area in 20 minutes.

Stakeholder Feedback
07
Sessions
Please head to the ‘Sessions’ area

08 Wrap up & Next Steps

Next Steps
• Outputs from today will be made available to attendees &
published on the RECCo website
• The Draft Strategy and Budget will be published for review
on 7th January 2022
• 15-day review period
• Responses are due on 28th January

• Optional networking with the team and other attendees is
available in the ‘Networking’ area
Any other feedback? Please get in contact with the team at:
RECCo_strategy@retailenergycode.co.uk

Thank you for attending
our Stakeholder Strategy Event
https://www.retailenergycode.co.uk

Developing the 2022/2025 Strategy & Forward Work Plan

Retail Energy Code Company

